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Abstract:
In the third year of the project, we have more focused on the research for the improvement of carbon nanotube (CNT) array growth by the rational design of the catalyst layer. For this purpose, we have adapted Fe ion implantation as a new catalyst deposition method. We have investigated Fe ion implantation method in two ways. First, we directly synthesized CNT forests from the catalyst particles formed by the diffusion of Fe ions without any additional deposition of Fe catalyst layer. By annealing the Fe-implanted SiO2/Si wafer in an Ar atmosphere at 800 °C for 15 min, the Fe particles on the surface of SiO2 layer are successfully formed by the diffusion of Fe atoms from the SiO2 layer. Interestingly, the size distribution of Fe catalyst particles for Fe-implanted SiO2/Si wafers does not change with the prolonged annealing durations of up to 12 h. Using secondary ion mass spectroscopy and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), we confirmed that the implanted Fe atoms diffuse out of the SiO2 layer and form Fe particles on both the SiO2 surface and the interface between SiO2 and Si. The cross-sectional TEM images indicate that the Fe catalyst particles are anchored in the SiO2 layer, which limits the particles’ mobility and results in an invariant catalyst size distribution for prolonged annealing durations.

Second, the Fe implanted wafer was used for delaying the growth termination. Fe ions were implanted into Al2O3 (10 nm) / SiO2 / Si wafer and then thin Fe film (1 nm) was deposited on the substrate by e-beam evaporation. While the growth was decelerated on Fe-deposited wafer without Fe implantation after 5 h of growth, the growth rate was well maintained on Fe-implanted-and-
deposited wafer until the growth was terminated by the limited space of quartz tube reactor. The final length of CNT forest reached 21 mm with a potential to grow taller.

Thus, we conclude that the proposed catalyst design including Fe implantation is effective for maintaining the size and number density of catalyst particles, which is highly desirable for the growth of uniform and tall CNT forests.

Introduction:

The key lesson from the research of previous years’ is that maintaining the catalyst number density is essential in the stable growth of CNT forests. We have demonstrated that catalyst loss by their various migrations including Ostwald ripening [1], sub-surface diffusion [2], and upward migration [3] can cause the termination of CNT forest growth.

In fact, all these problems have something to do with catalyst preparation method. So far, most works on the synthesis of CNT forests have highly relied on a single method for catalyst preparation—physical vapor deposition (PVD) of a catalyst thin film on a substrate by thermal evaporation, e-beam evaporation, or sputtering. The PVD method is very simple and produces catalyst films with uniform thickness, and big advancements in CNT forest growth have been made as a result; however, several universal and intrinsic problems remain. First, since the dewetting of a thin catalyst film into particles upon heating is a random process, catalyst particles with a wide size distribution are usually formed on the substrate [4]. Second, at high temperatures, catalyst particles agglomerate by particle collision [5, 6] and coarsen by Ostwald ripening [1, 7], which lead to even broader distribution of their size during the CVD synthesis of CNT forests. Third, morphological evolution of catalyst particles induced by Ostwald ripening [1], sub-surface diffusion [2], and upward migration [3] results in the depletion of catalyst particles, gradual density decay of CNTs, and eventually termination of the growth of CNT forests [8].

In order to overcome these problems, development of new catalyst preparation method is necessary. In the third year of the project, we have tested the performance of Fe-implanted wafer as catalyst for CNT forest growth. We found that, unlike catalysts formed from PVD method, it was confirmed that the catalysts formed on Fe-implanted wafer maintain their size and number density even after prolonged growth duration. As a result, the Fe-implanted wafer is effective in (1) growth of CNT forests having uniform diameter distribution and (2) growth of tall CNT forests by maintaining the number density of catalysts during the growth.
Experimental:

- **Preparation of Fe ion implanted wafers**
  
The Fe ion implanted substrate was prepared using silicon (100) wafer with a 300 nm-thick oxidized layer. Fe+ ion was implanted using a lab-made ion implanter at the accelerating voltage of 60 keV at Korea Multi-Purpose Accelerator Complex. The dose of Fe+ ion was $10^{16}$/cm$^2$. As a control sample, 1 nm-thin Fe film was deposited on a silicon (100) wafer with a 300 nm-thick oxidized layer by e-beam evaporation. For annealing, a quartz tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M, HTF55322C, inner diameter 35 mm) was used. The Fe implanted and deposited samples were heated to 800 °C in 15 minutes under Ar atmosphere, maintained for various times, and cooled down to room temperature.

- **Annealing of Fe-implanted substrates**
  
  For annealing, a quartz tube furnace (Lindberg/Blue M, HTF55322C, inner diameter 35 mm) was used. The temperature was ramped to the target temperature in 25 min under Ar atmosphere, and the temperature was maintained under Ar or Ar/H$_2$ atmosphere for 10 min. The samples were removed after cooling down the furnace below 100 °C under Ar gas flow.

- **Growth of CNT forests on Fe-deposited substrates and Fe-implanted substrates**
  
  CNT forests were grown on the annealed wafers using the same furnace. The temperature was ramped up to 630 °C in 15 min under an Ar flow at 500 sccm. When the temperature reached 630 °C, a gas mixture of Ar (286 sccm) and C$_2$H$_2$ (19 sccm) was fed into the chamber for 10 s, followed by a gas mixture of Ar (286 sccm), C$_2$H$_2$ (19 sccm), and H$_2$ (95 sccm) for 3 min. The furnace was then switched off and the substrates were removed after the reactor was cooled to <100 °C under an Ar gas flow.

- **Growth of tall CNT forests on Fe-deposited substrates and Fe-implanted-and-deposited substrates**
  
  The substrate was located 12 cm downstream from the middle of the tube reactor. Then the reactor was heated to 820 °C over 15 min with flowing Ar gas. During the ramping process, H$_2$ gas was supplied together with Ar when the temperature passed through 725°C. When the temperature reached 820°C, a gaseous mixture of Ar, H$_2$, C$_2$H$_4$, and ethanol vapor with Ar carrier gas was introduced and the synthesis was carried out. C$_2$H$_4$ was used as the carbon source and ethanol was used to enhance the growth and prolongs the catalyst lifetime since it decomposes into active carbon species and H$_2$O [9]. The volumetric ratio was Ar: H$_2$: C$_2$H$_4$ = 5: 10: 2. The heater
was turned off after the reaction and the substrate was removed after it had cooled to below 200 °C under an Ar gas flow.

Results and Discussion:
- Synthesis of CNT forests with narrow diameter distribution using Fe-implanted wafer

Fig. 1 shows schematic representations of different types of CNT forest growth behavior on an Fe-deposited SiO₂/Si wafer (hereafter referred to as DW, Fig. 1(a)) and an Fe-implanted SiO₂/Si wafer (hereafter referred to as IW, Fig. 1(b)). When a DW is heated to a sufficiently high temperature, the deposited Fe film starts to transform into individual particles, which can act as catalysts for the growth of the CNT forest. The formed Fe particles have a wide distribution of diameters [6], which represents the inherent limitation of the PVD method. The catalyst particles are formed by dewetting of a thin film, which is known to be a random process. In addition, the morphology of the formed particles continue to evolve during subsequent annealing and CNT growth due to Ostwald ripening [2, 7, 10, 11] and particle migration [12-14]. The non-uniform diameters of the Fe particles result in the growth of CNTs with a wide diameter distribution. In order to overcome this limitation of PVD, the method of Fe ion implantation can be utilized as an alternative to prepare the Fe catalyst particles for CNT forest growth. When Fe ions are implanted into the SiO₂/Si wafer, they form Fe particles inside the SiO₂ layer on Si [15, 16]. Upon annealing, the Fe particles are expected to diffuse out of interior of the SiO₂ layer to the surface [17] and be distributed like floating icebergs embedded in the SiO₂ layer. As a result, the embedded particles are expected to have a limited mobility on the surface of the SiO₂ layer, so the size distribution of the particles is likely to be maintained even after prolonged annealing. This characteristic of the ion implantation method is expected to be beneficial to growing CNTs with uniform diameters.
In order to confirm the above hypothesis, the size distribution of Fe catalyst particles in various IWs was measured after they were subjected to thermal annealing durations of 15 min, 1 h, 4 h, and 12 h at 800 °C in Ar and H₂ atmospheres. For comparison, Fig. 2(a) shows the AFM image of the DW after it was annealed for 15 min at 800 °C in an Ar atmosphere, and Fig. 2(b) is the particle size distribution obtained from the image in Fig. 2(a). After only 15 min of annealing, the particle size distribution already becomes very broad (ranging from several nanometers to 100 nm) and several peaks appear. However, for the IW annealed for 15 min in Ar, the particle size distribution is much narrower than that of the DW, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Fig. 2(c)–(j) show the evolution in the size distribution of Fe particles in IW samples that were annealed at 800 °C in Ar for 15 min to 12 h. Surprisingly, the size distribution of Fe particles in the IWs remain almost unchanged with increasing annealing durations. There are few particles that are larger than 50 nm even after 12 h of annealing. All of the particle size distributions show a single peak, and the peak positions are nearly identical.
Fig. 2. Distribution of Fe catalyst particles in DWs and IWs after annealing at 800 °C. AFM images of DWs after 15 min of annealing in (a) Ar and (k) H₂; their particle size distributions ((b) and (l)). AFM images of IWs after (c) 15 min, (e) 1 h, (g) 4 h, and (i) 12 h of annealing in Ar; their corresponding particle size distributions ((d), (f), (h), and (j)). AFM images of IWs after (m) 15 min, (o) 1 h, (q) 4 h, and (s) 12 h of annealing in H₂; their corresponding particle size distributions ((n), (p), (r), and (t)).

In order to investigate the effect of ambient gas on the size distribution of Fe catalyst particles in the IWs, the annealing experiment was performed under the same conditions, except H₂ was used instead of Ar as the ambient gas. After 15 min of annealing in the H₂ atmosphere, the size...
distribution of Fe catalyst particles in the DW (several nanometers to 150 nm) is even wider than that in the DW that was annealed in Ar. This is due to the high mobility of metallic particles in the H₂ atmosphere [18, 19]. For the IW samples that were annealed in H₂ for 15 min to 12 h, the number density of catalyst particles increases as the annealing time is increased from 1 h to 4 h, even though the sizes of the largest particles are very similar. However, the particle size distributions in the samples that were annealed for 4–12 h are almost the same. Moreover, the size distribution of Fe catalyst particles in the IW sample that was annealed for 12 h (Fig. 2(s) and (t)) is much narrower than that in the DW that was annealed for 15 min (Fig. 2(k) and (l)). Therefore, these annealing experiments in both Ar and H₂ ambients confirm that even after prolonged annealing for 12 h, the particle distribution in the IWs is much better maintained than that in the DW.

Since the average size, number density, and size distribution of the catalyst particles are better maintained in the IW samples that were annealed in Ar, even though the IW samples that were annealed in H₂ also show relatively narrow size distributions, the experiments presented hereafter focus on the IW samples whose annealing took place in Ar atmosphere. In order to analyze in detail the movement of Fe atoms in the IWs upon annealing in Ar, the change in the profiles of Fe atom concentration along the depth of the SiO₂ layer with increasing annealing duration was investigated by SIMS analysis; the results are shown in Fig. 3. The dose of implanted Fe⁺ ions in the SiO₂ layer was 10¹⁶/cm². The depth profile of Fe concentration in the as-implanted sample (black squares) appears to follow a Gaussian distribution, with the maximum concentration of 1.71 × 10²⁰ cm⁻³ at a depth of 42 nm. The concentration curve is thus fitted to a Gaussian distribution [20]. When a concentration curve follows a Gaussian lineshape, the average depth of the ions, called projected range (R_p), is given by

\[ R_p = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{x} xN(x)dx}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x)dx}, \tag{1} \]

where \( x \) is the depth below the surface and \( N(x) \) is the Fe concentration at depth \( x \). The variance of ion concentration is given by

\[ \Delta R_p^2 = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{x} (x-R_p)^2 N(x)dx}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} N(x)dx}. \tag{2} \]

The values of \( R_p \) and \( \Delta R_p \) are calculated to be 54.31 and 25.38 nm, respectively. The Gaussian profile (black solid line) is obtained by substituting these values into the following equation.

\[ N(x) = N_{\text{max}} \exp \left[ -\frac{(x-R_p)^2}{2\Delta R_p^2} \right], \tag{3} \]
where $N_{\text{max}}$ is the $N(x)$ at $x = R_p$ and the value is $1.56 \times 10^{20}/\text{cm}^3$. The curve fitted by a Gaussian distribution function is compared with the Fe concentration profile of the as-implanted sample in Fig. 3, and they are found to be suitable fits.

![Fig. 3. Depth profile of Fe concentration in the IWs that were annealed in Ar at 800 °C; the IWs had an Fe ion dose of $10^{16}/\text{cm}^2$. Black solid line: analytical model for the as-implanted Fe ions; black squares: as-implanted Fe ions; red circles: Fe ions subjected to 1 min of annealing; green triangles: Fe ions subjected to 1 h of annealing.](image)

When the IW samples are annealed in Ar, the depth profile of Fe concentration changes rapidly (Fig. 3). After 1 min of annealing, the concentration profile as a function of depth (red circles) becomes flat as a result of Fe diffusion in the SiO$_2$ layer. The area under the Fe concentration curve decreases from $1.14 \times 10^{15}/\text{cm}^2$ (as-implanted) to $6.84 \times 10^{13}/\text{cm}^2$ (after 1 min of annealing), indicating that a considerable amount of iron, which is highly strained in the SiO$_2$ layer [21], diffuses toward the layer’s surface. After 1 h of annealing (green triangles), the Fe atoms continue to diffuse out of the SiO$_2$ layer and accumulate at the interface between the SiO$_2$ layer and Si [22, 23], while the concentration remains nearly constant in the region at a depth of 40–260 nm. The pileup of Fe at the interface is attributed to energetic preference of forming Fe clusters at the SiO$_2$/Si interface [24, 25].

In order to further investigate how the Fe atoms are distributed and how they diffuse through the SiO$_2$ layer upon heating in Ar, the cross sections of an as-implanted IW sample and an IW sample that was annealed for 12 h were analyzed by TEM (Fig. 4). Fig. 4(a)–(d) display cross-
sectional TEM images of the as-implanted sample with an Fe ion dose of $10^{16}$/cm$^2$. When the Fe ions are implanted, Fe atoms coalesce into small Fe particles that are then distributed in colloidal form throughout the SiO$_2$ layer. Since the standard free energy of formation of SiO$_2$ is lower than that of iron oxides such as Fe$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$ [26], the stronger bonds between Si and O prevent the Fe atoms from forming iron oxides. Thus, it is energetically favorable for the Fe atoms to form Fe colloidal particles rather than to replace Si in SiO$_2$ and break the bond between Si and O [26]. Fig. 4(e)–(h) show cross-sectional TEM images of the IW sample after 12 h of annealing in Ar at 800 °C. According to the SIMS analysis (Fig. 3), when the IW sample is heated in Ar, the Fe particles diffuse in two directions: toward the surface of the SiO$_2$ layer and the SiO$_2$/Si interface. This finding is confirmed by the cross-sectional TEM images. The number density of Fe particles in the middle of the SiO$_2$ layer decreases (Fig. 4(c) and (g)), and the Fe particles migrate to the surface of the SiO$_2$ layer and the SiO$_2$/Si interface (Fig. 4(f) and (h)), where they agglomerate to form larger particles (Fig. 4(f) and (h)). The larger particles at the surface of the SiO$_2$ layer do not seem to entirely escape to the surface, but they remain anchored in the SiO$_2$ layer and are slightly exposed to the exterior like floating icebergs. Therefore, they are expected to have lower mobility, which explains the near invariance of the particle size distributions in the IW samples after thermal annealing.
Fig. 4. (a) Cross-sectional TEM image of the as-implanted sample with an Fe ion dose of $10^{16}$/cm$^2$; higher-magnification images at the (b) upper, (c) middle, and (d) lower sections marked as 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in (a). (e) Cross-sectional TEM image of the IW sample with an Fe ion dose of $10^{16}$/cm$^2$ after 12 h of annealing in Ar at 800 °C; higher-magnification images at the (f) upper, (g) middle, and (h) lower sections marked as 1, 2, and 3, respectively, in (e).

The overall picture of the behavior of implanted Fe ions in the SiO$_2$ layer upon annealing is schematically represented in Fig. 5. When Fe ions are implanted into the SiO$_2$ layer on Si, the Fe ions tend to aggregate with each other rather than atomically disperse in the SiO$_2$ layer. Therefore, Fe particles or clusters are distributed in colloidal form in the SiO$_2$ layer and the depth profile of Fe concentration clearly follows a Gaussian distribution. However, as the IW samples are annealed at temperatures high enough for the Fe particles to become mobile, they move toward the surface of the SiO$_2$ layer and the interface between SiO$_2$ and Si, forming larger particles. The Fe particles near the surface are anchored and tightly bound to the SiO$_2$ layer, enabling the Fe particle size...
distribution to be nearly uniform after prolonged annealing durations of up to 12 h.

Fig. 5. Schematic representations of Fe particle distribution in the (a) as-implanted sample and (b) IW sample after annealing.

Since the diameter of the implanted Fe particles on the surface of the substrate is well maintained during thermal treatment, the CNTs grown on an IW are expected to have a more uniform diameter distribution than that of CNTs grown on a DW. The correlation between the catalyst size and CNT diameter was investigated by growing CNTs using a DW and multiple IWs. For this experiment, the DW and IWs were first annealed in Ar at 800 °C for the designated durations. The CNT forests were then grown under the same conditions on the annealed DW and IWs. For the IWs that were annealed for different durations (from 15 min to 12 h), CNT forests whose height range from 15 to 40 µm were produced after 3 min of growth at 630 °C. Representative SEM images of the CNT forests grown on the IW that was annealed for 1 h are shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). The diameters and number of walls of the as-synthesized CNTs were analyzed by TEM, and the results are shown in Fig. 6(c) and 6(d). The diameter distributions of the as-synthesized CNTs are plotted as histograms in Fig. 6(e). It is clearly observed that even though the DW was annealed for only 15 min, the CNTs synthesized on the DW have a range of diameters. On the contrary, the CNTs synthesized on the IWs have smaller diameters with a more uniform distribution, and the diameter distributions of CNTs grown on the IWs that were annealed for 15 min, 1 h, 4 h, and 12 h are almost identical. The average diameter of CNTs synthesized on the IWs ranges from 7.40 to 8.85 nm and the standard deviation is only 1–2 nm, while that of CNTs grown on the DW is 16.65 nm with a standard deviation of 7.3 nm. These results are in good agreement with the Fe particle size distributions shown in Fig. 2 because the diameter of the CNTs is strongly correlated with the size of the catalyst particles. These results confirm that the implantation method is very useful for growing CNTs with a narrow diameter distribution when compared to the conventional PVD
method, although the alignment and the diameter distribution of CNTs from DW can be improved by using the optimized growth conditions.

The implantation method would be more beneficial than the PVD method for growing tall CNT forests over longer growth durations. Several studies have reported that the length limitation of long CNT forest growth results from catalyst depletion due to Ostwald ripening, sub-surface diffusion, and upward migration [2, 3], which eventually leads to CNT density decay and growth termination [8]. Obviously, more detailed analysis in Fe catalyst morphology and the optimization of CNT forest growth are necessary, but we believe that the implantation method would help to maintain the number density of catalyst particles and extend the growth period during the cultivation of tall CNT forests. In addition, the formation of small and uniformly sized catalyst particles by ion implantation method would be beneficial for the growth of horizontally aligned single-walled CNTs on a quartz substrate with narrow diameter distribution, if the amount of Fe ion dose and the catalyst forming step as well as CNT growth conditions can be optimized.
Fig. 6. (a) Representative SEM image of a CNT forest obtained on an IW after it was annealed for 1 h in Ar; (b) magnified SEM image of the CNT forest in (a). TEM images of CNTs obtained on (c) a DW and (d) an IW after they were annealed for 15 min. (e) Diameter distribution curves of CNTs synthesized on the DW (a dashed line) and the IWs (solid lines) that were annealed for various durations.

- Towards immortal catalysts: growth of centimeter-tall CNT forests using Fe-implanted substrates

It is known that a significant amount of catalysts are lost by sub-surface diffusion during the growth of a CNT forest, and this causes growth termination of a CNT forest. To overcome this problem, a new catalyst design is proposed. We first implanted Fe ions into Al2O3 (10 nm, deposited by atomic layer deposition) / SiO2 (300 nm) / Si wafer at a dose of 10^16/cm². Then, we deposited thin Fe film on the Fe-implanted wafer. We hypothesized that the Fe particles in the Al2O3 layer suppress the sub-surface diffusion by reducing the Fe concentration gradient in the vertical direction. This idea is schematically presented in Fig. 7, where Fe particle distributions during CNT forest growth in the DW and Fe-implanted-and-deposited wafer (hereafter referred to as IDW) are described.

![Fig. 7. Schematic representations of Fe particle distribution during CNT forest growth in the (a) DW and (b) IDW.](image)
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The location of Fe particles after the growth of CNT forests was observed by TEM. Fig. 8(a) and (b) are cross-sectional TEM images of DW and IDW after 11 h of CNT forest growth. For a clear observation of substrate, CNTs were removed prior to sampling. In DW, some Fe particles are located underneath Al₂O₃ layer as a result of sub-surface diffusion (Fig. 8(a)). On the contrary, in IDW, no Fe particle was observed underneath Al₂O₃ layer (Fig. 8(b)). Fig. 8(c) shows growth curves of CNT forests from DW and IDW. In the case of DW, the growth was decelerated after 300 min of growth, but in the case of IDW, the growth rate was relatively well maintained until the growth was terminated by the limited space in the quartz tube whose inner diameter was 1 inch. Thus, the implanted Fe particles in the Al₂O₃ layer suppressed the sub-surface migration of Fe particles on the surface and contributed to the enhanced catalytic activity for such a long growth duration.

Fig. 8. Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) DW and (b) IDW after CNT growth. (c) Growth curves of CNT forests on a DW and an IDW. The inset in (c) is an image of a 21-mm-tall CNT forest.
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